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A Submission to change the existing Animal Welfare
Standards for Poultry.
INTRODUCTION
In my opinion the egg industry in the main is a quagmire. Why has it taken 1 5 years to

upgrade/change the Poultry Code? Why hasn't Australia phased battery cages out when
most developed countries had by 2012? When researching I have questioned the
integrity of the system/process and the latest claims by the R.S.P.C.A. of collusion and
corruption strengthens my suspicions. The production system is flawed from beginning
to end. All areas from government to abattoirs need scrutiny and reforming.
'Modern industrial agriculture might well be the greatest crime in history'.* We
witness many areas which have no regard for an animal's intrinsic, social and
psychological needs. It is so wrong to aim for happiness for humans and ignore and
neglect our vulnerable animals/poultry who are completely dependent on our care. We

have in the poultry indu.stry some producers who have a complete disregard for
these basic needs.

From childhood we have our favourite nursery rhymes and pictures of Henny Penny and
always the farmyard scene with a clucking mother hen with her chickens following. In real
life we treat her cruelly. The hen is a sentient being who has complex, natural
behavioural needs and drives. She wants to experience day and night, the sun, the wind
and the weather. We know she can act methodically, make decisions and she does have a
memory so she certainly has a capacity to think. We have no moral right to put her in a
restrictive cage and deny her a normal existence. She is a victim of a production system
concentrated on profit and not welfare.
There are some Australians whose psyche have a disregard for animal welfare and reveal
an attitude of callousness, e.g. in a video, the person transporting hens, says on
dragging one hen with a broken leg out of a cage, "shut up or I will break the other one".
The big egg producers who have invested in cages have this callous psyche.
The majority of the public want change and are disgusted by the present cage systems.
Proof of this is the rise in Free Range egg sales and the overall increase in people
adopting the Vegan way of life.
In writing this submission one should feel a sense of hope for change but unfortunately
with the purported collusion it seems the final conclusions are already predetermined in
favour of the egg producer.
Yours truly,
Val Maslen
* Quote from Sapiens A Brief history of Humankind' by Yuval Noah Harari.

